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2016/17 Instructional Program Review UPDATE

 PROGRAM REVIEW DATA AND RESOURCES

 

Participants (REQUIRED)

Lead Writers: Pegah Motaleb and Susan Hogan

Liaison: Nancy Boskin-Muellen

Department Chair:  Pegah Motaleb and Susan Hogan

Manage/Service Area Supervisor: Andrew MacNeill

Updates (REQUIRED)

List of faculty and staff- The 2016-2017 school year began with two new coordinators for the Honors program: Pegah
Motaleb and Susan Hogan. The two coordinators also hired Veteran students and one works studies student. 
Mission- To provide San Diego Mesa College students enhanced academic leadership and service opportunities through
deeper exploration of topics, learning through self discovery and independent investigation, and association with a
motivated community of learners.
Description- The Honors program at San Diego Mesa College was established in 1998. Mesa students who join the Honors
Program (by enrolling in honors courses and/or making honors contracts with their instructors) benefit because they:
Earn scholarships
Receive specialized academic advising
Receive "Honors" designation on their transcript
Take advantage of university transfer agreements
Earn an honors program completion certificate
Earn a certificate of global competencies
Present their research at conferences
Publish their research
Perform community service
Visit UCLA and attend other off-campus events
Participate in the Honors Club and/or Phi Theta Kappa (PTK)

Degrees offered- Upon completion of the following requirements, students get an Honors Program Completion Certificate:
15 units of Honors courses
Performance and Documentation of 10 hours of community service
GPA of 3.25 or higher at the time of transfer
Participation in 4 Honors Activities

The Honors program also offers the Honors Global Policies Certificate. An Honors Global Competencies Certificate of
Achievement offers students the opportunity to gain a global perspective in multiple areas of study to enhance their
critical thinking and intercultural competencies in order to compete in today’s global economy.  It is useful for those
students considering careers in numerous fields, including law, politics, international affairs, education, and social service. 

All courses in the certificate program are UC &/or CSU transferable and emphasize areas such as:

intercultural issues;
globalization;
world philosophical, political, economic, and social systems;
and international relations. 
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The certificate program also underscores the mission of San Diego Mesa College: “To inspire and enable student success
in an environment that is strengthened by diversity, is responsive to our communities, and fosters scholarship, leadership,
and responsibility.”

For the San Diego Mesa College Associate Degree one of the core six student learning outcomes is Global Awareness,
“the ability to articulate similarities and contrasts among cultures, times and environments, demonstrating understanding
of cultural pluralism and knowledge of global issues.” 

This proposal for an Honors Global Competencies Certificate of Achievement connects the college’s vision and values of
diversity and the student learning outcome of Global Awareness.
There is a strong international emphasis in the certificate program. 

Program goals and objectives include:
Contemplation and assessment of the interconnectedness of cultures and nations through time.
Exploration of world ecologies and technologies.
Analysis of economic, political, and social systems.
Proficiency in world languages.
Exposure to an array of world customs, religions, and literature through campus activities and speaker series.
Recognition, anticipation, and management of change.
Providing leadership opportunities.

Learning outcomes for this certificate will be developed Spring 2017.
The Honors Global Policies Certificate requirements are:

20 units of coursework must be completed as an honors class or through an honors contract, except for language classes.
These courses are divided into three categories: Critical Thinking, Languages, and Global Studies.

The courses below, offered every year, count toward the certificate:

Fall Honors Courses:
ARTF 110, CHIC 135, ECON 120, ENGL 101, GEOL 100, MATH 119, PERG 120, PSYC 166, SOCO 110, SPAN 101

Spring Honors Courses:
ANTH 103, ARTF 111, BIOL 115, BLAS 155, ECON 121, ENGL 205, HUMA 101, MUSI 100, SOCO 223, SPAN 102

Curriculum review- N/A
Vision
The Honors Program at San Diego Mesa College strives to be at the forefront of the campus’s pursuit of academic
excellence, transformative education, and civic engagement, helping students craft meaningful college learning
experiences that connect to their local and global communities and draw on the unique resources and cultures of the San
Diego area.

Strengths

The Mesa Honors programs serves a total of 778 students as of 2015-2016 school year. (We are awaiting our most
updated data from the research office.) These students have the opportunity to develop honors contracts with their
instructors and/or enroll in an honors class in order to take their educational experiences to a more scholarly and
academic level. They engage in unique projects that often includes service to the community; presenting at conferences
such as HTCC Student Research Conference for California Community Colleges; and working directly with honors
coordinators and faculty to apply for life changing scholarships. They also have the opportunity to join academic networks
such as Phi Theta Kappa (PTK), Psi Beta, and the honors club. They are a part of a supportive academic community, and
often find resources not typically available to them at other parts of the campus (i.e. snack cabinet, graphing calculators,
school supplies, resources, etc.) They have access to the honors center where they can use computers, print for free, and
relax in a warm and welcoming environment. The students get weekly email reminders about upcoming events,
scholarship opportunities, and deadlines for transfers. Honors students have the opportunity to speak to a dedicated and
designated honors counselor who is familiar with challenges and opportunities associated with the honors’ students. The
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counselor also helps them navigate the enrolling process into honors courses, and UCLA TAP application process, along
with other honors transfer agreements. The current budget for the honors program has empowered us to offer a variety
of useful and motivational equipment and supplies to our students. Some of the useful things we have been able to
provide to our students are graphics calculators, quick study academic guides, ink for printing and paper. We are also able
to provide scantrons, pencils and a wide variety of other school supplies. Master padlocks are another feature we offer
students (especially homeless students) so that they can lock up their books and supplies. Some of the motivational gear
we have provided students include: art supplies for relaxation, a Keurig coffee maker along with K-Cup coffee flavors, and
prizes such as shirts to favored universities for attending honors activities e.g. Honors Student Orientation. Honors
students are brought together for social events such as workshops, and welcome back social gatherings coordinated by
the honors office.

Challenges- 
Our challenges include the the high amount of workload for two coordinators. This is also exacerbated by the lack of
professional clerical assistance to help sustain the activities that we do on a daily basis (for a list of activities, see below).
From 2010-2013, there were three coordinators. As a result, they were able to run a very successful Honors program with
a variety of activities for students and transfer mentorship. For example, such programs included the Honors Global
Competencies Certificate, which is now defunct because there is no coordinator to focus on this. Additionally, our program
does not have a clerical assistant. As a result, we rely on the Dean of LRC’s secretary  to process the hundreds of Honors
contracts we receive at the beginning of every semester. Another challenge is several ongoing errors in the processing of
the contracts, that distract the current coordinators from focusing on the students. Both the lack of a third coordinator
and the lack of a dedicated clerical supportperson have provided their own challenges. Additionally, the current
coordinators do not have sufficient time in the day to focus on faculty engagement and recruitment into the Honors
program. The coordinators currently have several visions such as collaborating with other programs on campus, including
student athletes, DSPS, EOPS, FYE, and SD Promise to recruit more students from these organizations; however, due to
time constraints, they are unable to commit to these long-term projects. We also do not have enough supervision of our
Honors office staff work-study students, who are VA work study and financial aid work study students; as a result, they
are less equipped to help students with questions. We also aspire to create a more welcoming environment, which a third
coordinator would be able to help us provide.
Every other type of coordinator on campus has a 12-month contract; we are expected to “volunteer” our time over the
summer for Honors. Honors coordinators should be compensated for all of the time they put into the program, not just
during the academic year.
advisory group, or the labor market.  If there are no updates, enter "No changes".
No changes

 

Outcomes and Assessment (REQUIRED)

Form: Outcomes and Assessment 2016/17 - Instructional Questions (See appendix)

Program Learning Outcomes
After a student receives services from the Honors Program, they will be able to:
Successfully propose and complete an honors contract for honors credit.
Successfully complete an honors course for honors credit.
After completing the Honors Program the students will be able to:
Distinguish between the University of California, Los Angeles Transfer Alliance Program and Transfer Agreement
Guarantee programs offered by various schools in the University of California System.
Distinguish between a SDCCD course which is offering honors credit via an Honors Contract versus a course which is
offering honors credit.
Correctly fill out an Honors Contract by the deadline with an emphasis on the required signatures.
Understand the requirements for applying to speak at the HTCC’s Annual Community College Honors Student Research
Symposium held at UC Irvine.

Our plan is to assess these PLOs next semester, as we have no updates available for this program review cycle.

IE Data Analysis (REQUIRED)

Form: Instructional Data Analysis - Program Review 2016/17 (See appendix)

The Mesa Honors program serves 778 students (as of 2015-2016 school year; this is our latest data). Of this number,
36% are Latino. 32% are white. 11% are Asian. 7% are black. While we’re proud to serve the majority of our Latino
students, our goal is to increase the number of students from other ethnicities, and students who are underserved. 84%
of Honors students are US citizens; 9% are immigrants. 90% are US residents; 9 percent are non-residents. 3% of Mesa
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Honors students receive DSPS services. We anticipate this number to increase because as a program, we would like to
extend our services to more of the DSPS community. Research done at Cal Poly Pomona shows that the number of DSPS
students in college Honors programs is generally expected to increase.

16% of Honors students are 19 years old; 16 % are 25-29. 14% are 21; 14% are 20; 9% are 18. Only 2% are 50 or older.
Our goal is to increase the number of students over the age of 50 and also reach out and recruit incoming freshmen who
are typically 18 years old.

79% of Honors students are continuing students with 10 % being first-time students. Our goal is to increase and recruit
first-time students into the Honors program.

The prior education level is most typically HS diploma, with 77% having this as their highest level of education. 12% have
a foreign HS diploma. 4% have a GED or certificate.

 

Program Goals

Honors Outcome Set

Outcome

Outcome Mapping

Goal 1
Expand knowledge about the Honors program to the Mesa
college campus to ensure students and faculty alike understand
the Honors opportunity and experience.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.4,
Strategic Goal 1.5, Strategic Goal 1.6, Strategic Goal 2.1,
Strategic Goal 2.2, Strategic Goal 2.3, Strategic Goal 2.4,
Strategic Goal 3.1, Strategic Goal 3.2, Strategic Goal 3.3,
Strategic Goal 5.2,
Institutional Learning Outcomes 2016/17:
Communication, Information Literacy

 

Goal 2
Priority registration to returning Honors students in order to help
them retain the classes they need in pursuit of their prefered
university. Honors students are role models on our campus and
strive for excellence in all that they do.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.3,
Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal 1.5, Strategic Goal 1.6,
Strategic Goal 2.1, Strategic Goal 2.2, Strategic Goal 2.3,
Strategic Goal 2.4, Strategic Goal 2.5,
Institutional Learning Outcomes 2016/17:
Communication

 

Goal 3
Open opportunities for non-honors students and create
pathways into the Honors program for Basic Skills and non-
traditional students such as Veterans, working adults, part time,
parents, returning students. They are also lifelong learners,
senior citizens, and online students who may or may not be
working towards a degree. This goal connects to Mesa College’s
Strategic Directions and Goals #1 (Deliver, advance, and support
an inclusive teaching and learning environment that enables all
students to achieve their educational goals.)

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.3,
Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal 1.5, Strategic Goal 1.6,
Strategic Goal 2.1, Strategic Goal 2.2, Strategic Goal 2.3,
Strategic Goal 2.4, Strategic Goal 2.5, Strategic Goal 3.1,
Strategic Goal 3.2, Strategic Goal 3.3, Strategic Goal 4.1,
Institutional Learning Outcomes 2016/17:
Communication, Critical Thinking, Global Consciousness,
Information Literacy, Professional & Ethical Behavior

 

Goal 4
Expand our budget in order to offer further opportunities and
resources for our students as our program continues to grow.
Ideally, this would include the addition of a third Honors
coordinator and dedicated clerical support personnel. This will
allow the current co-coordinators time to make connections and
pathways with high schools, four year transfer institutions, local
agencies to hire/intern our honors students, and mentor and
coach students towards applying for various scholarships. This
goal connects to Mesa’s Strategic Direction and Goals # 3 (Build
and sustain pathways in support of the comprehensive
community college mission.)

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.3,
Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal 1.5, Strategic Goal 1.6,
Strategic Goal 2.1, Strategic Goal 2.2, Strategic Goal 2.3,
Strategic Goal 2.4, Strategic Goal 2.5, Strategic Goal 3.1,
Strategic Goal 3.2, Strategic Goal 3.3,
Institutional Learning Outcomes 2016/17:
Communication, Critical Thinking, Global Consciousness,
Information Literacy, Professional & Ethical Behavior
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Objectives and Plans
Actions

Honors Outcome Set

Outcome

Goal 1
Expand knowledge about
the Honors program to the
Mesa college campus to
ensure students and
faculty alike understand
the Honors opportunity and
experience.

Action: Expand knowledge about the Honors program to the Mesa college campus
to ensure students and faculty alike understand the Honors opportunity

 

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : To ensure that Mesa Honors reaches
an extensive demographic on campus, we will (1) create and distribute flyers around the campus
letting students and faculty know of upcoming Honors events and Honors enrollment deadlines, (2)
create and distribute information online, via email and social media, ie Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram, and (3) host and promote different events such as Honors student orientation, Honors
faculty orientation, Honors welcome back pizza party, pizza with the profs mixer, and other events to
spread the word about Honors across campus.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective:

Provide a timeline for the actions:

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective:

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other):

Goal 2
Priority registration to
returning Honors students
in order to help them
retain the classes they
need in pursuit of their
prefered university. Honors
students are role models
on our campus and strive
for excellence in all that
they do.

Action: Goal 2: Priority registration to returning Honors students in order to help
them retain the classes they need in pursuit of their prefered u

 

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : To ensure that Honors students are
able to take the classes needed to fulfill their specific ed plans, we will (1) work with admissions in
order to confirm that Honors students have access to priority registration, (2) request that Honors
students discuss their academic goals with dedicated Honors counselor Anthony Reuss, and (3)
mentor students on their pathway to Honors transfer.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective:

Provide a timeline for the actions:

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective:

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other):

Goal 3
Open opportunities for
non-honors students and

Action: Goal 3: Open opportunities for non-honors students and create pathways
into the Honors program for Basic Skills and non-traditional students
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create pathways into the
Honors program for Basic
Skills and non-traditional
students such as Veterans,
working adults, part time,
parents, returning
students. They are also
lifelong learners, senior
citizens, and online
students who may or may
not be working towards a
degree. This goal connects
to Mesa College’s Strategic
Directions and Goals #1
(Deliver, advance, and
support an inclusive
teaching and learning
environment that enables
all students to achieve
their educational goals.)

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Action plan: To create opportunities
and pathways for non-honors and non-traditional students, we will (1) work with basic skills change
agents such as Wendy Smith to make connections with basic skills students and faculty to promote
the honors program and show them why and how the program would benefit them; (2) reach out to
Veterans counselors and personnel at the Veteran’s resource center and ask them to collaborate on
creating a special honors information session for their students; (3) reach out to counselors and
faculty who typically interact with non-traditional students and ask them to collaborate on recruiting
efforts for their students.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective:

Provide a timeline for the actions:

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective:

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other):

Goal 4
Expand our budget in order
to offer further
opportunities and
resources for our students
as our program continues
to grow. Ideally, this would
include the addition of a
third Honors coordinator
and dedicated clerical
support personnel. This will
allow the current co-
coordinators time to make
connections and pathways
with high schools, four year
transfer institutions, local
agencies to hire/intern our
honors students, and
mentor and coach students
towards applying for
various scholarships. This
goal connects to Mesa’s
Strategic Direction and
Goals # 3 (Build and
sustain pathways in
support of the
comprehensive community
college mission.)

Action: Goal 4: Expand our budget in order to offer further opportunities and
resources for our students as our program continues to grow. Ideally,

 

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Action plan: Expanding our budget
will allow the current co-coordinators time to make connections and pathways with high schools, four
year transfer institutions, local agencies to hire/intern our honors students, and mentor and coach
students towards applying for various scholarships.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective:

Provide a timeline for the actions:

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective:

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other):

Goals Status Report (REQUIRED)
Action Statuses

Honors Outcome Set

Outcome

Goal 1
Expand knowledge about
the Honors program to the
Mesa college campus to
ensure students and
faculty alike understand
the Honors opportunity and
experience.

Action: Expand knowledge about the Honors program to the Mesa college campus
to ensure students and faculty alike understand the Honors opportunity

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : To ensure that Mesa Honors reaches
an extensive demographic on campus, we will (1) create and distribute flyers around the campus
letting students and faculty know of upcoming Honors events and Honors enrollment deadlines, (2)
create and distribute information online, via email and social media, ie Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram, and (3) host and promote different events such as Honors student orientation, Honors
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faculty orientation, Honors welcome back pizza party, pizza with the profs mixer, and other events to
spread the word about Honors across campus.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective:

Provide a timeline for the actions:

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective:

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other):

Status for Expand knowledge about the Honors program to the Mesa college
campus to ensure students and faculty alike understand the Honors opportunity  

Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program:

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps:

Goal 2
Priority registration to
returning Honors students
in order to help them
retain the classes they
need in pursuit of their
prefered university. Honors
students are role models
on our campus and strive
for excellence in all that
they do.

Action: Goal 2: Priority registration to returning Honors students in order to help
them retain the classes they need in pursuit of their prefered u

 

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : To ensure that Honors students are
able to take the classes needed to fulfill their specific ed plans, we will (1) work with admissions in
order to confirm that Honors students have access to priority registration, (2) request that Honors
students discuss their academic goals with dedicated Honors counselor Anthony Reuss, and (3)
mentor students on their pathway to Honors transfer.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective:

Provide a timeline for the actions:

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective:

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other):

Status for Goal 2: Priority registration to returning Honors students in order to
help them retain the classes they need in pursuit of their prefered u  

Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program:

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps:
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Goal 3
Open opportunities for
non-honors students and
create pathways into the
Honors program for Basic
Skills and non-traditional
students such as Veterans,
working adults, part time,
parents, returning
students. They are also
lifelong learners, senior
citizens, and online
students who may or may
not be working towards a
degree. This goal connects
to Mesa College’s Strategic
Directions and Goals #1
(Deliver, advance, and
support an inclusive
teaching and learning
environment that enables
all students to achieve
their educational goals.)

Action: Goal 3: Open opportunities for non-honors students and create pathways
into the Honors program for Basic Skills and non-traditional students

 

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Action plan: To create opportunities
and pathways for non-honors and non-traditional students, we will (1) work with basic skills change
agents such as Wendy Smith to make connections with basic skills students and faculty to promote
the honors program and show them why and how the program would benefit them; (2) reach out to
Veterans counselors and personnel at the Veteran’s resource center and ask them to collaborate on
creating a special honors information session for their students; (3) reach out to counselors and
faculty who typically interact with non-traditional students and ask them to collaborate on recruiting
efforts for their students.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective:

Provide a timeline for the actions:

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective:

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other):

Status for Goal 3: Open opportunities for non-honors students and create
pathways into the Honors program for Basic Skills and non-traditional students  

Current Status: Not started

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program:

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps:

Goal 4
Expand our budget in order
to offer further
opportunities and
resources for our students
as our program continues
to grow. Ideally, this would
include the addition of a
third Honors coordinator
and dedicated clerical
support personnel. This will
allow the current co-
coordinators time to make
connections and pathways
with high schools, four year
transfer institutions, local
agencies to hire/intern our
honors students, and
mentor and coach students
towards applying for
various scholarships. This
goal connects to Mesa’s
Strategic Direction and
Goals # 3 (Build and
sustain pathways in
support of the
comprehensive community
college mission.)

Action: Goal 4: Expand our budget in order to offer further opportunities and
resources for our students as our program continues to grow. Ideally,

 

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Action plan: Expanding our budget
will allow the current co-coordinators time to make connections and pathways with high schools, four
year transfer institutions, local agencies to hire/intern our honors students, and mentor and coach
students towards applying for various scholarships.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective:

Provide a timeline for the actions:

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective:

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other):

Status for Goal 4: Expand our budget in order to offer further opportunities and
resources for our students as our program continues to grow. Ideally,  
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Current Status: Not started

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program:

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps:

 

Closing the loop on prior year resource allocations (REQUIRED)

Our total budget for 2016-2017 school year, including the money we have received from the District Honors Council, is
$8500. So far, we have spent $1600 on travel to National Collegiate Honors Council Conference (NCHC); $200 on office
supplies; and $200 on events. We are expecting to use the rest of our budget towards giving scholarships to students for
participating in HTCC; travel to HTCC; honors orientation in the Spring 2017 semester; honors related ceremonies and
events in the Spring semester; and other ongoing costs such as office supplies. Our spendings have and will continue to
help us fulfill the program learning outcomes we have established. For example, having had one of our coordinators travel
to NCHC has given us a wealth of information on how to run an honors program at the community college (especially since
no formal training was provided to us.) This information will help us sustain the honors program so that students can
continue to make honors contracts and participate in honors activities. Our spending on office supplies allows us to serve
our students who cannot afford to print their assignments for their honors courses; or buy graphing calculators for their
math classes; or pay for food and snacks to keep hunger from interrupting their studies; or pens, pencils, highlighters,
locks for lockers from attending the daily classes. Our spending on honors events such as the Honors Orientation or the
Welcome Back Honors Pizza Party has allowed us to communicate with our students and inform them about ways to
successfully propose and complete honors contracts, honors courses, and look into programs such as UCLA TAP and TAG,
and other events like HTCC and the Annual Community College Honors Student Research Symposium to further extend
their academic and scholarly potentials. As this is our first Program Review, there was nothing required last year.
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Request Forms

 BARC & Facilities Requests

 

Classified Staff Requests

File Attachments:

1. HonorsCopy of Copy of CHP_Template_16-17.xlsx  (See appendix)

 Faculty Position Request 1

 Faculty Position Request 2

 Faculty Position Request 3
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